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Choose The Best Institute for VFX and Animation 
Courses in Bhubaneswar

Students planning to take up professional courses such as VFX and animation are

confused if they are eligible to take up both courses simultaneously. While both

the fields are different, the presence of several overlaps makes them think as

one.

Animation and VFX have been in the entertainment industry for a long time, and

experts have been using these techniques in several films and advertisements.

With the increased demand for highly engaging visuals, amazing VFX and

animation, the scope for VFX and animation professionals has become

enormous.



The VFX and Animation Industry

With over a hundred organizations working in the field, the Indian gaming,

animation and VFX industry currently stands at 890 million USD. Even foreign

filmmakers and studios are approaching the Indian experts for the job. The demand

for talented games, VFX developers and animators is rising.

By 2017, the Indian Media and Entertainment Industry experienced 13% growth

compared to the previous year. Moreover, the reports stated that the industry would

experience massive growth and reach 200,000 crores by 2020. The animation and

VFX industry is witnessing a boom like never before. Furthermore, with the

increase in digitization, experts expect the animated industry to become one of the

driving sectors of the global economy.





Real-Time Usage of VFX and Animation in the Industry

Best VFX Institute in Bhubaneswar (VFX) have become mandatory in

almost all movies and video games. With the increased user base for the

animation industry, the demand for 3-dimensional animation and VFX is

likely to increase. All the popular games you come across every day, including

Pubg, Clash of Clans, and Games of Thrones and trending digital content,

follow the trend of Animation and Visual Effects.

https://www.prismmedia.org/courses/professional-in-animation-vfx/


The Future of The VFX and Animation Industry

VFX developers and animators have a huge career prospect. An individual can

succeed in the industry with an aptitude for a creative mindset combined with

compelling storytelling. After acquiring adequate knowledge, candidates can

work for renowned channels, including Sony Picture, Disney, and Turner

Entertainment. These firms prefer working with the Indian VFX developers and

animators. Besides the international companies, the increasing local and national

studios also present excellent opportunities for a successful career.



Where To Opt For VFX and Animation Course in Odisha?

Prism Media, the best VFX and Animation Institute in Odisha, mentors their

students in a way so that they develop the required aptitudes and skills. These skills

and aptitudes adopted by the students help them achieve their careers in the ever-

changing and challenging market.

The course teaches Adobe Creative suites, including Photoshop, Illustrator,

Dreamweaver, Cascading Style sheets and Flash. The institute designed the course

keeping in mind the growth of the VFX and Animation Industry.

Join Prism Media Bhubaneswar to become a professional VFX developer cum

animator. The institute also offers job placements after successful completion of the

course. For More Details visit:- https://www.prismmedia.org/

https://www.prismmedia.org/
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